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Teaching today is very different from that of the early years. The most common role of the teacher inside the classroom is to teach knowledge to children. Teachers are given curriculum that requires them to follow and meet the guidelines.

Before, the teacher used only chalks and blackboards. Some have charts and flashcards which act as their visual aids, cut-outs of pictures from old magazines, self-made drawing to be used just to represent in whatever situation needed. Cassette tapes and radios are used also for better teaching. But this conventional type is doomed nowadays.

But in this millennial era, teachers used not only one technology in teaching. Chalk and board are still available in the classroom. But the most helpful aid in teaching are television or projector, computer and even using internet in the class. The classroom decorations, charts and bulletin are now from printed materials. Flashcards are not only printed but also laminated and most of the time from teacher expense.

It is really a fast changing world. Teacher should also learn those new technologies so he will not be left behind and at the same time his teaching strategies should go within the
needs of the learners. New technology has the ability to create new opportunities for students and designed successful practices among them.

Teachers must be well-equipped with the way technologies affected our lives. Different techniques and technologies helped teachers developed learning in a more passionate way.

Once they have access to digital learning resources outside their classroom, learning is fun and easy. Teaching using these technologies make the learners learn easily. Take a brief look in Science world. With the help of the internet connection, science lessons can be very interesting to the learners. Lessons may be presented thru the use of videos that will easily manipulates learning. In English instead of just presenting lessons thru cut-outs and the like, today’s teachers may present their lesson using animated objects, film viewing etc.
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